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ROBOTIC SUTURING IN MINIMALLY INVASIVE
SURGERY
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ABSTRACT
Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has the advantages of
minimal bleeding and rapid postoperative recovery, which can
alleviate patient suffering. Therefore, MIS is widely used in
clinical applications. However, MIS is more difficult than traditional surgery; surgeons must be more meticulous when performing MIS than when performing ordinary surgery. Using a
robotic arm in an auxiliary role in MIS can reduce the workload of surgeons and increase the precision and efficiency of
the surgical procedure. The aim of this article is to design an
MIS robot system that can perform automatic surgical suturing.
First, we designed the basic control architecture for a remotecontrol-of-motion MIS robot with eight degrees of freedom.
The surgical instrument was operated in the abdominal cavity
without causing lacerations to the patient’s abdomen. The surgical suture motion was then performed using the robot arm in
the abdominal cavity. The correctness of the control algorithm
and the surgical suture motion was verified through simulation.
Finally, the feasibility of using an MIS robot for surgical suturing was verified through experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional hepatic resection involves removing livers
through laparotomy. In conventional surgery using cutting instruments, a surgeon makes a lateral chevron incision that is
15 cm or more along the lower edge of the rib on the abdomen
of the patient (Patnaik, 2011). However, this method causes
visceral exposure of a large area, which increases the risk of
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infection. Moreover, large incisions increase the postoperative recovery time. Many patients experience pain after such
surgeries. Daily activities such as walking, eating, and even
breathing are affected. Large incisions can result in seriously
ill patients having problems such as adhesion ileus and hernia.
By contrast, MIS only requires small incisions on the patient’s abdomen and causes less laceration during surgery.
The incisions can be as small as 15 mm (M. Berducci, 2016).
Thus, blood loss is limited and postoperative recovery time is
reduced. Typically, in a traditional surgery, 500 g of blood is
lost. In a MIS, blood loss is restricted to 300 g. Furthermore,
in MIS, the three-year survival rate can be increased from 70%
to 95% and the relapse rate decreases from 36% to 8%. The
recovery time considerably decreases from around 20 days to
10 days. Furthermore, disputes after surgery have been minimized from 50% to 13% (Laurent et al., 2003; Kanekos et al.,
2005; Belli et al., 2009; Tranchart et al., 2010). Because of
these advantages, MIS is the best option for substituting traditional hepatic resection. With the enhancement of MIS
techniques and machines, many traditional hepatic resections,
including gall bladder, liver, and kidney, can be replaced by
MIS laparoscopy. MIS benefits many patients and reduces
medical costs.
When doctors perform surgeries, their energy and accuracy
decrease with the increase in the operating time. To minimize
surgeon effort during surgeries, this study simulated the
suturing motion in MIS using an eight-degree-of-freedom
integrated driving system.
The purpose of this paper is to provide solutions for the
aforementioned problems associated with conventional surgery. The target is to automate the suturing process in MIS and
increase stability and efficiency. To achieve this, an MIS robot
with a high degree of freedom can be used to perform suturing
motions in MIS. This can alleviate surgeon strain during
surgery and increase precision and efficiency.
The mechanical design can be separated into two parts,
namely the mechanisms being placed inside and outside the
abdomen. The mechanism outside drives the endoscopic
instrument exactly in the manner surgeons operate. The mechanism should be sufficiently flexible enough to complete the
suturing tasks. In the mechanism placed inside the abdomen,
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P

is the center of the incision on the abdomen, which is a fixed
point relative to base coordinates. In the diagram, 𝑃
is
a point on the long tube that is closest to Ptrocar and changes
relative to robot coordinates. To describe 𝑃
more conveniently, we define the parameter λ, which refers to the
proportion of the long tube outside the abdomen. The definition is expressed as follows:

Ptrocar
PRCM

Ptool
Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the l EndoWrist in MIS

a needle is clamped with a special apparatus. The mechanism
placed outside the abdomen is used to move the needle to complete the suturing motion precisely. To satisfy the aforementioned requirements, the da Vinci EndoWrist instrument with
two degrees of freedom was combined with a robotic arm with
six degrees of freedom to obtain an integrated driving system
with eight degrees of freedom. As a result, multiple degrees
of freedom and wide joint range ensured that the wrist and the
clamp of the end effector could perform multiple and complex
motions.
For the controlling part, when the EndoWrist instrument is
inserted into the abdomen, the trocar point should be fixed to
avoid injury to patients. Thus, when controlling the robotic
arm to operate the surgery mechanism, in addition to the previous conditions, the motion of the end effector must follow
the desired trajectory. The desired surgery motion can be completed by adjusting the configuration of the mechanism placed
inside the abdomen. After the basic controlling system had
been designed, the suturing motion of MIS was analyzed. The
purpose is to plan suitable motion commands and ensure the
surgery robot can complete suturing tasks. This can automate
the suturing process in MIS and prove the feasibility of the
surgery robot system proposed in this paper.

II. THEORY ANALYSIS
1. Controller design of RCM
The long tube fixed on the robotic arm should not cause lacerations in the abdomen during end-effector movements.
When one controls the movement of the end effector, the constraints of the remote center-of-motion (RCM) must be considered. There’re two constraints on the intersection of the
long tube and the imagined plane of the abdomen because of
the control positions of end- effector and the intersection.
The schematic of the EndoWrist fixed on the robotic arm
after insertion into the patient’s abdomen is depicted in Fig.1.
Here, P is the end of the sixth axis of the robotic arm and
Ptool is the end of the extending long tube, which is the same
as the location of the surgery mechanism. Furthermore, Ptrocar



Ptrocar  P
Ltube

(1)

The numerator refers to the distance between Ptrocar and P.
Here, 𝐿
refers to the length of the tube between P and Ptool .
After λ has been specified, PRCM can be described as follows:
PRCM  P   ( Ptool  P )

(2)

When Ptool is moving in the abdomen, the location of PRCM
must be fixed at Ptrocar . The transformational relationship between PRCM and the joint angular velocity of the robotic arm is
expressed as follow:
PRCM 31  J RCM 36 q61

(3)

To satisfy these requirements, a suitable controller for the
robotic arm was designed for the model of the robotic arm.
The controller has two requirements: the first is to provide the
path for the end effector to move along in the Cartesian space;
the second is the limited condition of the RCM. We define the
following errors:
etool  Ptool _ d  Ptool

(4)

eRCM  Ptrocar  PRCM

(5)

Given the differential equations of PRCM and Ptool , the two
kinematics equation systems can be combined to form a new
kinematic controlling system. Therefore, we define the following expression:
J

J tool
J RCM

(6)

Jtool and JRCM are the Jacobian of the Ptool and PRCM when
the suturing is operating. We apply the inverse Jacobian
method to design the joint angular velocity as follows:
q  J 

k1etool
k2 eRCM

(7)

J+ is the pseudoinverse of J in (6). For the path control and the
control of RCM, gains k1 and k2 , respectively, can be designed.
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6
7
8
6'R、 6R、 7R

are the rotation matrices between three coordinated mentioned in Fig.2. The orientation of the clamp can
be determined by deriving the forward kinematics with three
rotation angles. However, when adjusting the clamp to the desired configuration, the value of the three rotation angles can
be calculated using inverse kinematics. Therefore, the expected configuration can be achieved for the clamp.

x6

x7

x6'

z6

x8

z6

z7

III. CONTROL LAW OF THE SYSTEM

z8
Fig. 2. EndoWrist coordinates

2. Kinematics model of the EndoWrist instrument
The end-effector movement in space was controlled as previously mentioned. Then, a two-degree-of-freedom mechanism, composed of a wrist and clamp, was added at the end of
the long tube. The expected configuration of the EndoWrist
can be realized by adjusting the rotation angle of the mechanism. The relationship between the three rotation angles and
the EndoWrist’s configuration was analyzed using kinematics.
To simplify the procedures, we defined the coordinate {6’}
which was the location of the end of long tube when 𝜃
0.
Then, the coordinates {6}, {7}, {8} were defined as follows:
𝜃 、𝜃 、𝜃 are the joint angles of the three coordinate refering to the Fig.2. The transformation matrix between {6’}
and {6} is determined by the rotational angle 𝜃 on the robotic
arm, defined in the rotation matrix as follows:

6
6

 c 6
R   s 6
 0

 s 6
c 6
0

0
0 
1 

(8)

The transformation matrix between {6} to {8}:
0
0
1


7
c( 7   7 )  s( 7   7 ) 
6 R  0
0 s( 7   7 ) c( 7   7 ) 

8
7

 c 8
R   s 8
 0

 s 8
c 8
0

0  1 0
0  0 c8
1  0 s8

0 
 s8 
c8 

R 66 R 76 R 87 R
 c 6 c8  s 6 s 7 s 8
  s 6 c8  c 6 s 7 s8

c 7 s8

 s 6 c 7
c 6 c 7
 s 7

D  q  q  C  q, q  q  G  q      e

(12)

After we obtain the dynamic equation of the robot arm, we
can determine the influences of the joint torque and external
forces on the dynamics of the robot arm. On the basis of the
relevant equations, the inverse dynamic equation can be applied to a complex nonlinear control system. The linearization
and decoupling of the dynamic equation can be achieved using
nonlinear feedback control systems and appropriate control algorithms to track the trajectories of the joint angles. Regardless of the influences of external forces, we can modify (12) as
follows:

  D  q  q  C  q, q  q  G  q 

(13)

(9)

This dynamic equation is a nonlinear system and the design
of the control law is more complex than linear systems. Based
on the aforementioned concepts, the control law can be designed as follows:

(10)

   aq  

𝜋/2、𝛼
𝜋/2 . The rotational
In the formula, 𝛼
matrix between the end of the EndoWrist and the clamp can be
obtained by multiplying the aforementioned three matrices:
6
6

1. Robotic arm control
Dynamic equations play a vital role in robotics. These
equations describe the influences of the joint torque and external forces on the dynamics of the robot arm. Regarding the
derivation of the dynamic equations, the Newton–Euler and
Lagrange methods are the commonly used. Particularly, the
Newton–Euler method involves less calculation and is therefore more commonly used in real-time controls. The dynamics
of the robot arm can be expressed using a second-order nonlinear dynamic equation under the joint coordinate. The equation is expressed as follows:

c 6 s8  s 6 s 7 c8 
(11)
s 6 s8  c 6 s 7 c8 

c 7 c8

(14)

The purpose of 𝛽 is to estimate the nonlinear terms of the
dynamic systems. After the nonlinear terms have been removed, the controller can be designed under the conditions of
linear systems. Thus, 𝛽 can be designed as follows:

 =C ( q, q )q  G( q)

(15)

To adjust the dynamics of the system, 𝛼 is held equal to
𝐷 𝑞 . Then 𝑞 can be defined as follows:
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Linearized System

xd
∙ ∙∙
Trajectory qd, qd, qd Outer Loop
Planner
Controller

aq

Inner Loop
Controller

τ
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−

K

q, q∙
Robot
Manipulator

J-1

q∙ d

Dynamic τ
control law

Robot
arm

q

Forward
kinematics
Fig. 4. The architecture of the inverse Jacobian

Fig. 3. Dynamic control law

q  aq

(16)

x  J ( q)q

A double integrator system is described and is expressed as
an double integrator of nth order decoupling. When the nonlinear terms have been removed using 𝛽, the system is linearized into a second-order linear decoupling system. Therefore,
we only consider the design of 𝑎 and the kth element of 𝑎 ,
which only affects the dynamics of the k-axis. They do not
influence each other. Based on the situation, 𝑎 can be designed as follows:
aq  qd  K d e  K p e

(17)

Here, e is the tracking error vector of the joint and qd is the
desired trajectory. Kd and Kp are the gains of the tracking error function. Therefore, the closed-loop dynamic response for
the tracking error of joint can be defined as follows:

e  K d e  K p e  0

systems can be expressed as follows:

(18)

By setting the gains Kd and Kp , the poles of the second-order system can be adjusted. When changing the dynamic response of the tracking error, each joint angle should match
with the desired trajectory. Calculating the inertia matrix, Coriolis force, and the gravity matrix requires large and real-time
calculation. A more convenient method is to separate the control law into inner and outer circuits and place the inner circuit
into dedicated hardware interfaces such as digital signal processor for real-time calculation.
The system architecture is described below:
In the aforementioned architecture, aq is the input and 𝜏 is
the output of the inner circuit. The outer loop calculates the
input command 𝑎 . In addition, the design of the external
feedback control system is simplified because the controlled
body in the red dotted area can be regarded as a linear system.
Therefore, the whole dynamic system can be calculated easily.
2. The controller of inverse Jacobian
It is difficult to intuitively determine the relationship between the end position of the robot arm and joint angle.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider the conversion between
the joint space and Cartesian space so that the robot arm can
move according to the desired trajectory in the Cartesian space.
The velocity conversion relationship between two coordinate

(19)

Assuming that the robot arm’s angular velocity command
can be provided directly, the angular velocity command can be
expressed as follows:
q d  J 1 K  xd  x 

(20)

xd and 𝑥 represent the desired position command and the current end position of the robot arm, where 𝑥 can be obtained
from the joint angle. Here, K is the gain matrix and J -1 is the
inverse of Jacobian matrix. In the case of non-square matrix
of J, J + can be used instead. After we obtain the joint angular
velocity command of the robot arm, we can use the control law
presented in Fig. 3 to convert the command of joint angular
velocity into the corresponding reference torque command and
drive the robot arm. The combined architecture of our inverse
Jacobian and the control law is described in the following sections:
3. Damped least square method
Singularity problems are a concern when solving inverse
kinematic problems. When a singularity occurs, the inverse
of Jacobian matrix does not exist and adversely affects the
motion of the robot arm. Therefore, we can use the damped
least square method to avoid the scenario where the robot arm
reaches the singularity points when designing the controller
of inverse Jacobian. We can modify the pseudo-inverse matrix of Jacobian through the DLS method and minimize

 x  Jq

2

  q

2

.

The method can be defined as follows:
J   J T ( JJ T   I m ) 1

(21)

The damping factor 𝜎 can effectively avoid the occurrence
of singularity points but it affects the evaluation of the joint
angular velocity 𝑞 . Therefore, a range should be set for 𝜎 ,
which only functions near the singularity points and the value
of the damping factor is zero at other points. The weighted
value is defined as follows:

p  q   det( JJ T )

(22)
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the path of suturing and the normal vector

Fig. 5. Ideal path of suturing

b2

The smaller the 𝑝 value is, the closer it is to singularity.
Based on this value, the damping factor should be adjusted as
follows.

 
p 
, if p  p s
 1 
   0  p s 
0
, otherwise


v1

n

c
b1

(23)

Here, 𝑝 is a critical value near the singularity point and determines whether 𝜎 has an effect on the Jacobian and σ is not
only a value of the damping factor at the singular point but also
the maximum value of the damping ratio. When the 𝑝 value is
less than 𝑝 , the value of damping factor 𝜎 is not zero and this
can avoid the occurrence of singularity points. By modifying
the Jacobian matrix, 𝜎 will approach to the maximum value σ
when 𝑝 is close to zero. By contrast, if the value 𝑝 is greater
than 𝑝 , then the damping factor 𝜎 is zero and does not influence the Jacobian matrix. The aforementioned adjustments enable the robot arm to avoid the singularity point during the suturing process and avoid unnecessary impacts in the working
space outside the singular points.

IV. TRJECTORY PLANNING FOR SUTURING
1. Ideal path for suturing
The ideal path of suturing is an arc with the same radius as
the surgical suturing needle, that is, the path that can reduce
the needle’s resistance to the smallest extent during the suturing process (Fig. 5).
When planning the path of suturing, the aforementioned
concept is used as the foundation. If the suturing needle is
clamped by the surgery clamp and moves along the aforementioned arc, the moving path of the surgery clamp should be the
same as that of the arc. A mathematical description of the arc
should be determined first. The path of curve is hereafter described as the parametric equation.
We assumed that f and g, respectively, are the specific points
the suturing needle enters and leaves tissue surfaces. c is the
center of the suturing circle and 𝑑 is the suturing depth refers
to the tissue. ℎ is the length between the center of the needle
and the surface of the tissue. The circle of the ideal trajectory

Fig. 7. Schematic of the vectors

was in a plane perpendicular to the patient’s abdomen. Furthermore, the radius of the suturing needle was fixed. With
these three conditions, only a circle can be defined in the xyplane. To describe this as the parametric equation, the position
of the center of the circle in the plane should be determined
beforehand. The geometric relationship in the figure can be
used to determine the distance p between two points f and g as
follows:
p f g

(24)

Because the length of 𝑓 is fixed, the length of ℎ refers to the
distance between the center of circle and the surface of the tissue and can be determined from the following expression:
 p
h  r2   
2

2

(25)

The center of the circle c can be defined as follows:
0 
1
c   f  g   h 0 
2
1 

(26)

Then, the expected path of suturing is determined. The normal vector of the surface is depicted in Fig. 6 as follows:
v1⃑=f-c and v2⃑=g-c. The normal vector is depicted as follows:
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Fig. 9. Desirable suturing coordinate
Fig. 8. Suturing clamp coordinate

 
 (v  v )
n  2 1
v2  v1

(27)

Using the normal vector as the benchmark, the basis vectors
of the planes b2⃑= 0 0 1 T and b1⃑=b2⃑×n⃑ are defined.
Using angle 𝜃 as a parameter and b1⃑ and b2⃑ as benchmarks,
an arbitrary r⃑ can be described as follows:



r ( )  rneedle b1 cos  b2 sin 









s

(29)

Where, θi and θf refer to the starting angle and the final angle of the motion planning, respectively, 𝑠 represents the number of total inserted points in this path. Therefore, ∆θ describes the difference of the angle between the two commanded points. Using the kth time step to describe r⃑, we obtain the following equation:



r  k   rneedle b1 cos i  k    b2 sin i  k  





(30)

The commanded moving trajectory of the surgery clamp is
depicted as follows:

Ptool _ d  k   c  r ( k )

 

z8  n



(
Ptool _ d  c )

 x8 
Ptool _ d  c

  

y8  z8  x8


(28)

The vector r⃑ represents the vector from the center of circle
to any point on the path of suturing. Here, rneedle is the radius
of the suturing needle. Using θ as the parameter when planning the moving path from the starting point to the ending
point, ∆θ can be defined as follows:

   f  i

direction of z8⃑ must be fixed throughout the process. Thus, the
directions of z8⃑ and normal vector 𝑛⃑ of the curved path must
be consistent. Furthermore, x8⃑ should point outward to the circular arc, whereas y8⃑ points to the tangential direction of the
circular arc. According to the aforementioned requirements,
the direction of the ideal configuration z-axis can be specified
as n⃑. The x-axis is directed along the vector of the surgery
clamp where the center of the circle points to. Therefore, the
direction of the y-axis can be determined as follows:

(31)

2. Solution of the acceptable angle
According to the coordinate definition of the surgery clamp,
the relative position and direction of the surgery clamp and
needle during the suturing process is depicted in Fig. 7.
If the surgery clamp and the curved path planned beforehand must be overlapped during the suturing process, then the

(32)

As defined in the aforementioned coordinate, the desirable
suturing coordinate can be defined according to Fig. 8. The
suturing clamp coordinate should match the desirable suturing
coordinate along with the arc path that is planned beforehand
during the suturing process.
Based on the rotational relationship between the two coordinates, the column of the rotational matrix refers to the threeaxis direction. This direction is the coordinate after transformation, which is based on the original coordinate. Therefore,
(32) represents the rotational relationship between the ideal coordinate of the surgery clamp and benchmark coordinate of the
robotic arm. The transformed rational matrix can be defined
as follows:
8
0


Rd   x8


y8


z8 

(33)

To determine θ6 ,、θ7 , and θ8 , the Ptool_d command can be
sent to the integrated driving systems The corresponding 𝜃 to
θ5 can then be solved using inverse kinematics and ignoring
the lengths of link 7 and link 8 because of minor errors during
the suturing process. The relationship between the rotational
matrices of the last three coordinate axes can be defined as follows:
8
6

Rd  06 R 80 Rd 

 R
6
0

T

8
0

Rd

(34)
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We can solve (34) using (11) and θ6 、θ7 , and θ8 can be
solved using the following formula:








 6  atan2 86 Rd 1,2  , 86 Rd  2,2 


8
8
 8  atan2 6 Rd  3,1 , 6 Rd  3,3

8
8
7  atan2 6 Rd  3,2  s8 , 6 Rd  3,1
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Fig. 11. Original trajectory error

Xcircle

Xeight

(35)

Eight solutions are obtained and the desirable solution
should be unique. In addition to this answer, a wrong direction
of the suturing clamp, which results in a wrong coordinate
plane, is also obtained. Therefore, the error rotational matrix
Rerror is defined as follows:
Rerror  86 R  6 , 7 , 8   86 Rd

0

(36)

In theory, if the unique solution is found, the 𝑅
calculated by the solution should be a zero matrix. However, the
problem of the quantization error should be still considered.
However, some minimal errors still occur. As a result, the min‖ instead of the zero matrix should be determined.
imal ‖𝑅
3. Compensate trajectory error by recursive
To obtain values close to the real-world situations, the dynamics of the robotic arm are considered during the simulation.
Therefore, the error maybe introduced from the joint angle
tracking control. To verify the accuracy of the inverse kinematics control, it can be assumed that the dynamics of the robot arm attains the optimal state. Thus, no error is observed in
the joint space during simulation. According to the methods
mentioned above and the method in section III, the new control
law can be derived with the following procedure.
The integrated driving system had eight degrees of freedom.
We solved θ1 to θ8 by calculating inverse kinematics from the
matrices obtained from θ1 to θ8 . To simplifying this complex
calculation, they can be separated into two parts. The first part
is to solve θ1 to θ5 using inverse kinematics from the robot.
Here, 𝜃 to 𝜃 controlled position of Ptool . In the second part,
θ6 to θ8 were solved using previously mentioned algorithms.
In contrast to the first part, the target of the second part is to
match the suturing coordinate plane with the desirable suturing
coordinate plane during the suturing process. However, the

E
Fig. 12. Schematic of the recursive method

target that surgeons focus on is the endpoint of the needle
instead of the end of the clamp. We cannot neglect the problem
caused by deleting the lengths of link 7 and link 8. The trajectory error can then be computed as below.
Notice that the trajectory error was compensated by using
the recursive method to adjust for the position of the needlepoint and minimizing the error.
The orange and blue curves denote the schematic line of the
desirable motion of the needlepoint X
and real motion of
the needlepoint 𝑋
. Because the lengths of link 7 and link
8 were ignored, the trajectory error occurred. This is defined
as follows:
e 1  xcicle  xeight (1)

(37)

e(1) refers to the first trajectory error. To correct the trajectory error formed by ignoring the lengths of link 7 and link 8,
we repeated the process until the error converged to an acceptable value. The repeat process is depicted as follows:
xeight  2   xcircle  e 1
e  2   xcicle  xeight (2)
xeight  3  xcircle  e  2 
e  3   xcicle  xeight (3)
xeight  4   xcircle  e  3

(38)
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Fig. 14. Simulation of the suturing process

e(2), e(3) refer to the second and the third trajectory errors.
xeight 2 , xeight 3 refer to the first and the second revised needlepoint positions, and so on. Therefore, the trajectory error
problems can be solved using the recursive method. The
feasibility of the simplified method of separating the eight
degrees of freedom into two parts is verified by the result.
Some fluctuations were observed at the beginning but the
trajectory error converged quickly after the fluctuations. In
conclusion, a minor trajectory error is not likely to affect the
precision of the suturing process.
Because of the multiple degrees of freedom, the integrated
driving system can perform the delicate motions of the surgery,
which can ease the workload of surgeons.

V. STSTEM CONSTRUCTION
The robot arm used in this research was TM5-700. The
robot arm satisfied the safety requirements of the collaborative

robot. When external collision is detected, the robot arm stops
moving immediately to ensure the safety of the staffs. The
electrical cabinet can communicate with RS232, Ethernet, and
Modbus TCP/RTU. The TM robot can exchange information
with the external devices.
The surgery clamp used in the experiment is the large needle driver of the da Vinci surgical system. This surgery clamp
is an artificial arm that is driven using a wire. The major components of the clamp include the base, shell, shaft, mechanical
wrist, and clamp. The diameter of the long tube shaft was 8
mm. The shaft can be placed into the patients’ abdominal cavity to drive the movement of the front clamp by spinning the
wheel on the base. The wire drives the mechanical wrist to
rotate and change the direction of the clamp. The advantages
of the drive-by-wire is that the end effector is more flexible
and dexterous.
The design of the driving device is illustrated in Fig. 16.
Two asymmetrical protrusions are present on the four wheels
(A) of the base. The two holes on the designed wheels (B)
can be used to match with the aforementioned protrusions.
This can be fixed on the servomotor (C), which is the power
source. The wheels in the basement can be rotated by rotating the motor and the wheels.
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Fig. 17. Design of the integrated driving systems
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Fig. 19. Real suturing motion applied to the practice model (1)
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Fig. 18. Simulation of the movement of surgical suturing needle

The relative location between the servomotor and wheel in
the base should be consistent when designing the fixed device.
Fig. 16. depicts that the servomotors are mounted to the driving wheels using the homemade couplings. Moreover, the
shaft of the surgery clamp should be coaxial with the sixth zaxis of the robotic arm after the surgery clamp is fixed on the
fixing device and combined with the end of the robotic arm. If
any bias occurs, the controlling accuracy of the RCM is affected.

VI. EXPERIMENTS
After the kinematics and dynamics parameters of the robotic arm had been processed with the RVC tool within
MATLAB, our mathematical model of the arm was constructed. Simulation was used to test whether the controlling
system satisfies the requirements. Various experiments are
then carried out for validation.
The rotational command in the joint space is
θ1d … θ8d T . The command consists of the eight joint rotational angles, with θ1d ~θ6d as the commands for driving the
back-end robot arm and θ7d , θ8d as the commands for driving
the Endowrist instrument. The computer serves as the upper

1

2

3

4

Fig. 20. Real suturing motion applied to the practice model (2)

controller; the commands are uploaded to the back-end robot
arm and the Endowrist instrument to drive both at the same
time. The simulation applied commands to simulate the same
situation that occurred in the real-world system. The suturing
practice model was used as the object of suturing. This is presented in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This study considered the environmental limitation of MIS
and designed an MIS robot; the robotic arm’s controlling
system functions effectively and efficiently in the constrained
conditions of RCM. Kinematic mathematical models were
used to design the surgical motion of the robot and back-end
robotic arm. The driving mechanism and the controlling
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Fig. 21. Error of TCP during the real suturing process
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Fig. 22. RCM error during the real suturing process

program for the surgery clamp with two degrees of freedom
were fixed at the end of the long tube. By combining the
mechanism and the program, the MIS robot system with eight
degrees of freedom was obtained. Based on the structure of
the Endowrist instrument attached to the end of the robot arm,
a robot arm control system with RCM was designed. To avoid
lacerations in incisions, the RCM should be fixed. The inverse
kinematics method was used to calculate the compensational
angle of the integrated systems. The position and direction of
the needle of the integrated systems can be controlled to realize
delicate motion. The feasibility of applying this system to the
MIS suturing process was proved through both simulation and
experiment.
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